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The brief was to make Crowne Plaza Hotels more desirable to Millennial business travellers. So I asked – what do Millennials want? 
What do they want to achieve? 

Millennials want freedom of choice and to feel a part of something bigger than themselves. They also want to make the world a better 
place, yet do not want to inconvenience their lives too much or become extreme activists. 

So why not combine freedom of choice and community, ease of access and convenience, and reward them for their actions? 

Introducing Choose A Better Way – a concept that not only addresses Millennial engagement, but also the serious impact that 
conventional hotels have on the environment.



















INSTAGRAM: 
- Make use of internet personalities to speak about Crowne Plaza Hotel by allowing these personalities to stay at 

our hotels for free. 
- Users of the Crowne Plaza app will also be rewarded for rating it on the app store / google play and sharing it on 

Instagram, allowing for feedback that other Millennials will trust, encouraging downloads, even when not at the 
hotel.

In order to launch our new hotel ethos and app, Crowne Plaza will partner 
up with Facebook and Instagram to reach our millennial target audience.

FACEBOOK: 
-   Gather data of users who specified their ages to be between 20 and 35 
- Data such as check ins, location, travel plans etc  
- Notify users through Facebook greeting card 
- Offer Crowne Plaza Hotels and App as a solution to impact travels have on the environment 
- Crowne Plaza will also have an official Facebook page which will allow for reviews and complaints and should be 

monitored closely to achieve an average or 2 minutes for response time




